
3-3.140. PHONOLOGY

3. For various reasons some of Hoijer's work must be repeated

K©re: His recording differs from that in this work. It is essential to

present the system here used. Some qualifications will be stipulated,

some modifications and additions wiU be made to the discussion of

phonology. Hoijer's analysis has been adopted to a large extent

although some differences are noted because of interpretation.^

3.1-3.7. Vowels

3.1. The Navaho vowels are the following:

Low-central unrounded a as in EngUsh odd
Mid-front xinrounded e as in English met
High-front unrounded i as in English bit

Mid-back roiinded o as in French mot

All vowels have continental rather than English values, that is,

they are pure vowels, and when primary, they are very short. The
vowel a is so cshurt that It is often heard as the obscure vowel of

English ''about, above;'* the variation is non-phonemic. Although

a, e, and i are near the Enghsh equivalents if not diphthongized, o

varies considerably. It is between o and u as in English ''look" and

is often heard as u ; this variation is not phonemic.

3.2. The vowels may be lengthened, but lengthening does not

cause diphthongization. Quantity is very important in Navaho
because it has morphological significance. The symbol - indicates

length, so that one type of vowel modification is: a\ e\ r, o\

Vowels may have any of three quantitative values, short, half-

long, and long. Of these short and long are phonemic. The long

vowels or vowel clusters are only half-long before some voiceless

consonants, particularly h, x, s, c, L Length is important because it

indicates contraction, but it is often difficult to differentitate half

long from short vowels in this position.

3.3. Lengthening a vowel may be a means of securing emphasis:

^ddin ^d'din ^ddin ''there was none, none, none;" 'anrdr' (< 'anidi-

r') "very fresh (tracks)" (NT 132:1). Such lengthening occurs

iHoijer 1945c.
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particularly before the final glottal stop of a word. The glottal stop

varies in strength ; it may be very weak, but when used for emphasis

after a lengthened vowel, it is articulated with a deliberate release

which sounds much like the exaggeration unconsciously achieved by
speakers first learning to pronounce the glottal stops. The word for

''Let it alone !" is no'W^ ; it may be used to a child the first time it is

admonished. If, however, the child persists in investigating a for-

bidden object, the adult may say, vjo'we;^ with an exaggerated

lengthening of the second vowel and a release of the glottal stop

which is truly a ''catch."

A conventional ending of a prayer is the phrase, x^]^ ndxdsdlf'^

"it has become beautiful again." Prayers are generally repeated

perfunctorily with considerable elision and speed, although all words
must be articulated. The first three times the phrase sounds as it has

been written, but the last time, it is xgj4 ndxasdlf-'^ with the

exaggerated release of the glottal stop.

3.4, All four vowels may be nasalized; they resemble French
nasalized vowels. Nasalization is indicated by a cedilla under the

letter: q, ^, i, p. The nasalized vowels may be long: q-, ^', {-, q\
Navaho has pitch instead of stress accent; consequently every

vowel must be thought of in terms of tone. When no accent is used,

the vowel has a neutral tone, that is, the tone is selected arbitrarily.

If two unmarked vowels occur in succession both should be pro-

nounced without change of pitch. The significance of pitch is the

relationship of one tone to another. Consequently a high tone,

indicated by an acute accent over the vowel—a, e, i, 6—signifies

that the tone is high in relation to the speaker's chosen neutral (low)

level. Vowels may be long and high; a*, e\ i\ o*, and they may be
long, nasalized and high, a*, i\ {% g\

3.6. When tone is grammatically important, as it is in this

language, change of tone cannot indicate emphasis. Women, how-
ever, scold or indicate surprise by raising the level of the neutral

tone, and consequently the relative level of aU the others. This
device is quite as effective on children, husbands, and dogs as the

elaborate glides in English.

3.6. When two vowels with differing tone come into contact, they
may merge into a single vowel which retains the tone of both, as

drd- (-^ fli-i'd-), -d*- (< ~a-{). The circumflex ^ indicates falling tone,

the in\ < 1 ted circumflex ^ rising tone. These compound, and there-

fore secondary, tones are important morphologically—they
indicate meaning.

When two vowels come into contact they may contract to one, or

they may form a "vowel cluster"—Hoijer rightly prefers this term
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to
*

'diphthong." If the tones of the vowels forming the cluster differ,

they are usually retained in a rising or falling accent, written on the

first vowel: naydi '*one who goes about;" cindi "my older brother."

Vowels that combine to form vowel clusters are : ai, ao^ et, eo, to,

oi, qi, qo, gi. Two tendencies compete for vowel combination—the

tendency for two vowels to combine into one, and the tendency to

form vowel clusters ; the function of both is therefore in the same
class as length, changed tone, nasalization. In other words, vowel

clusters are a result of combination, most commonly of contraction.^

My researches have not confirmed the statement that all vowel

clusters are long.^ I therefore conclude that the same rules of

quantity apply to vowel clusters as to single vowels. For instance,

citcai or citcei means **my grandfather," so called out of respect, not

necessarily a relative, but citcar, or citcev *'my mother's father,"

and by extension, '*my mother's parent, parent's sibling, my
daughter's chUd." In prefixes, dai- or dei- '*they pi. . . .it," but

dai'd- "we pi. . .
.

," or "we pi. . . .it." The long vowel cluster may
indicate that either component is long, or the cluster may be long

because two short vowels or a short and a long vowel have combined.

3.7. Syllabic n

3.7. A vowel, derived from CV, often na- or m-, which must be

added to the vowel series, is syllabic n, a sound that has at one time

consonantal and vocalic values. It should be treated as a vowel in

the following respects : it takes the place of a vowel ; it may be low
or high. Hoijer considers syllabic n a phoneme and insists that it be

written with an accent—he uses the grave accent (n) for this

purpose.* Since n is derived from na- as well as ni~, since n- is

equivalent to nd- or ni-, and since na- becomes ni- or n- in certain

settings and, correspondingly, nd- becomes ni-, syllabic n must be

treated in relation to its setting. Since syllabic n does not always

stand for the same thing, it seems reasonable to treat it as we do
other modified vowels which are not always phonetically equivalent.

I do not therefore mark the low tone. If n stands in syllabic position

and has no accent, it is low.

Two ways in which a vowel may be affected are lacking in the

treatment of syllabic n. Obviously n is not nasalized, and when it is

long, it usually retains the vowel, for instance, not -n-- or -n*- but

na*-, ne'-, ni'-, no'-, nd'-, ni'-, ni'-, or no*-. The contraction of two
interconsonantal vowels may give rise to -w-. If so, the resulting

syllable may involve merely the glottalized n which may be syllabic

and stands for -na- or -r^i- (cp. 3.41-3.42.).

2 Hoijer 1943, p. 39.

8 J6trf., p. 30.
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3.8. Consonants

3.8.

3.8, The consonantal system is summarized in the following

table

:
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The three lateral affricates are : dl, voiced or semi-voiced lateral,

actually d pronounced with I release. Since d is unaspirated in

Navaho, its manner of articulation affects L The corresponding

voiceless lateral affricate is tl, pronounced t with I release ; ti is the

glottalized form of th

y is an unrounded prepalatal semi-vowel pronounced with enough

friction to produce in some settings confusion with y; both are

nevertheless phonemes, y, an unusual soimd due to contraction, is

pronounced with the stop slightly preceding y,

Hoijer has y as a stem-initial before a and o only.^ My vocabulary

yields -ye as well as -ye "marry;" -ytl and -ytl "move ropelike

obj.;" -yil and -yil "push." Hoijer also states, "Neither sound

(y or ij) has any noticeable variants."* My prefix analysis and the

texts indicate that y and y are sometimes as difficult to distinguish

as X and h, Morgan often reduces y to y. He evidently considers

them equivalent in certain forms where I find them distinguished

phonetically and morphologically. This is an example of the y-

problem pointed out in 1.6. Morgan would hardly distinguish the

stems I mention above.

y is a voiced back palatal spirant with a labial tinge, sometimes

quite strong before o ; it is fronted before e and i, before e sometimes

so exaggerated as to sound yy. Labialized yw may lose its y character

almost entirely to become w preceded by a slight spirantal attack

:

'awt^ or ^aywt^ "baby;" ywalya\ or wa'lya* "jail;" biyo'^ or biwo*^

"his tooth."

Hoijer and I have discussed x and A,' arriving at different con-

clusions. I think X is best regarded as an initial phoneme, A as a

final: xa-out, xastvn "man;" daA-forth; -oA-second person dual

pronoun. Navaho interpreters do not consider these two sounds

interchangeable and morphology seems to confirm their protests

against a single phoneme. However, this is a problem of overlapping,

and we shaU doubtless never have the material to come to an agree-

ment about its significance.

X is the voiceless spirant of y. When y or a; precedes o, it is

pronoimced ywo~ or xwo—w is written only if y is not pronounced.

yw and xw before a, e, and i, however, are written because the

resulting form is due to contraction, o survives in w,

3.9-3.14. Glottalization

3,9. Certain phases of the sound system have been rearranged to

bring out values deriving from different viewpoints, and to explain

why the system cannot be strictly phonemic. Overlapping is very

^ Ibid,, p. 57.

^ Ibid,,p, 15.

' Ibid., pp. 16ff.; Reichaj^ 1948.
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impressive in Navaho — there is scarcely a sound which is ex-

clusively this or that, in certain settings it may be both this and
that. Is such a soimd then a single phoneme or several ?

3.10. The glottal stop is a case in point : It is a sound in its own
right: 'e'e'a-h *Vest;" 'j'/''^ ''sun has set."

3.11. When the sounds f, ic, tS^ td, ti are defined, glottalization

refers to the manner of artipulation ; it is simultaneous or near-

simultaneous with the closure of the sound of which it is a part.

Incidentally, these soimds vary greatly from speaker to speaker.

Some have a very strong glottal enunciation, others glottalize the

sounds so weakly that the glottalized sound can only with difficulty

be differentiated from the unaspirated sonant. These glottalized

consonants belong in a group of sounds unaffected by preceding -d-

(cp. 3.55ff.).

3.12. The sounds m, n, and y are preceded, rather than followed

by the glottal release. This effect may be due to the character of m,

Uy and yj or it may be a reflection of the setting in which they occur,

in other words of their function: -d~m > -m-, -d-n > -?^'-, and -d-y- >
"2/-, the first and last being rare, -d-n > -w'- being quite common.

3.13. The sounds n! and y as initials are not confined to stem
syllables, as is nly but belong to a larger class of glottalized sounds

occurring as the result of contraction differing from that of 3.12. If

the prefixes of t3^e Ca- and 'a-, or Ci- and 'a~, or Ci- and H- occur in

juxtaposition, as they often do, and there is some prefix, such as di-,

ni-, or yi' between them and the stem, they may contract with the

following consonant to form either -'C- or 'C-. There is much dis-

cussion among Navaho thinkers as to which is correct. As in other

cases of overlapping, both forms are so frequent that both deserve

consideration. Prefix initial consonants affected by preceding -a~^a-

or -i'H- are d (> 'd or f), n {> 'n or w'), s (> '5), dz- (> t^ or H^), dj

(> t6 or 'td)y y (> 'y or y), x (> 'x). In prefix combination with -a'a-

j becomes -fC (cp. 3.41.).

Certain inconsistencies have been tolerated to avoid undue com-
plication. For instance, it would be convenient to have -n'- stand for

-d~n- as a stem complex initial, and 'n for -a'a-n, but both are

written -n-, Y, 'ti, and Hd have been retained to indicate -a-'a- plus

d, dz, and dj, respectively. On the other hand, t, U, and id have not
been altered to indicate d-' > t, d-ti> ti, or d-td> id. The position of

the sound indicates its type.

3.14. When stems are paired in ''light" and ''heavy" syllables, the
glottal stop ends the heavy syllable compared with -h of the light

one: -tah ''among," -ta' ''between;" -tah (prog.), -ta' (pf.) "be in

series."
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3.15-3.19. Aspiration and non-aspikation

3.15. The matter of aspiration is as complex as that of glot-

talization; the pronunciation of the aspirates is not as definite as

that of the glottal stop. The consonant h varies from a long and

emphatically articulated spirant to an almost imperceptible breath.

I have noted elsewhere that x after a consonant t or k may be so

emphasized that the features defining them as stops are lost in favor

of the spirant x which remains

—

tddidvn > txddidrn > xddidvn,^

The strength or weakness oi h or x depends upon the speaker's

habits, as the Navaho recognizes when he talks about *'x-speakers;"

AB and FH belong with these; WM does not.

The character of h as related to x is important in many respects,

but particularly in determining historical relationships

:

X- is preferable to /i as an initial

-h is preferable to a? as a final

Consonants are aspirated, by some speakers very weakly, by
others so strongly as to form consonant clusters

—

tx, kx, tsx, tcx—
the second consonant of which seems to have no function.

3.16. The voiceless stops t and k differ according to the vowels that

follow them. Before a, the aspiration tends to be notable, but not

exaggerated; before e and i, the aspiration is detectable, but the stop

sounds as if palatalized along with the aspiration, the full forms
might be indicated as thye, tlii, or khye, khi. The vowels have the

same effects on the spirants y and x.

3.17. The sounds t, k, y, and x, as well as K before o take on a
cluster character of the type txwo, kxwo, ywo, kwo. The soimds t, k, y,

and X are written without aspirate or labial symbols, it being under-

stood that the rules of aspiration and labialization function reg-

ularly.

3.18. A cluster is formed by combining several sounds

—

tx, sx,

tsx, tcx, Ix, zy, and dzy—most frequently surds, followed by x. In
cases of this kind the strong aspiration is a morphological element
expressing an augmentative or pejorative (8.92.). In this work when
X is written after a consonant it indicates the consonant cluster, that
is, the augmentative form.

3.19. It is interesting and perhaps significant that the voiced
stops are not aspirated, in contrast with their paired surds, which
are often somewhat, frequently strongly, aspirated. The sonants

sReichard 1945, p. 162.

3 Eeichard
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have the usual distinction of unaspirated consonants ; their brevity

and lack of aspiration sometimes cause English speakers to hear b

as py dsist,g as k, dz as te, and dj as tc. It may be helpful to note that

b is not common in the language and that neither aspirated p nor

any other form of p occurs; aspirated d and g are lacking.

3.20-3.21. Labialization

3.20, The infrequency of the bilabials 6, m and rd has been noted,

as has the occurrence of w for yu\ Hoijer lists w as a phoneme,
unrelated to yw, and yw a variant of y before o.* w is also found in

borrowed words

—

wd'cindo'n ''Washington, the U.S. Government"
—but, like the other labia's, w is not often found.

We have already seen that labialization is related to aspiration

;

aspirated sounds retain their character while anticipating by lip

rounding a following o. Since this is true for t and all palatals

preceding o, they need not be written with w.

On the other hand kw, and xw are retained because they appear

before e and i. They may often be contractions of the type Cwe
< Co-a-i or Cwi < Co-i. Probably they are all contracted forms, but
so far the elements of such stems as kwr and kwe'e have not yet

been convincingly established, yw is probably a contracted form
which in Navaho is sometimes further contracted to w. Neither

sound occurs often enough to corroborate a theory.

3.21. The processes, nasalization, glottalization, aspiration, and
labialization are related to various parts of the phonetic system. To
understand them it is necessary to cut' across the system from
bilabial stops to glottalized lateral affricatives, and to consider the

relationship between consonants and vowels.

3.22-3.25. Assimilation

3.22. Assimilation is one of the fundamental processes in the
study of Navaho. It is closely related to contraction; both are

carried so far that I omit the term ''sandhi." Hoijer has based his

phonetic-phonemic analysis upon a subdivision of stems, prefixes

C'prefinals," he calls them), and suffixes. For this reason he has in

some cases failed to arrive at some generalizations that apply at

least to prefixes and stems, others that apply to all three parts of the
verbal complex. For example, the interrelationship between vowels,

consonants, and vowels and consonants is fundamentally similar.

Differences encountered have to do with the absence of some sounds
» Hoijer 1945c, p. 18.
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in certain positions, or with their frequency. In other words, dif-

ferences are a matter of probability rather than of essential phonetic

makeup.i**

3.23. To illustrate, the rf-agentive classifier affects the stem initial

in the same way as -d- of -vd- first person dual pronoun. Both of

these d's affect the stem initial y in different ways: If the first

person dual form is yi'dzol (prog.) 'Ve are blowing," we may
conclude that the zero stem is -yol related to -sol (< -l-wl) and

-l-zol, rather than to -yol which might be related to -yol (non-

existent), or to -yol with affiliations with -dol (not found). Again,

yi'dzil *Ve 2 are pushing prog." would suggest seeking other forms

of the verb complex in -yil (zero), -dzil (-d-form), -ail (-Worm), and

-l-zil (-Z-form), rather than as -yil (zero-form), -dil (-d-form), -l-xil

(-^form), or -l-yil (-^form). As a matter of fact, the first series

appears, the second has -gil as the -ci-form.

3.24. Several processes of contraction are closely related to

assimilation, since the dichotomy between vowels and consonants

is not always preserved. These processes have been called ''absorp-

tion" and *

'saturation." Absorption refers to the combination oftwo
or more prefixes of similar pattern with resulting form like one or

the other, or both, if they happen to be exactly alike to begin with.

For example, 2/i-3-3 continuative < yi-Z object-^/i-continuative; or

ni-2 continuative < yt-continuative-m-2 subject.

3.25. A prefix is said to be "saturated" when it can absorb no

other prefix without change—of length, tone, vowel, consonant, or

position. For example, do'-3 future < di-future-^/t-progressive; but

yido*-3-3 future < yi-S object-(ivfuture-4/i-progressive. do'-, though
very stable, cannot absorb any more prefixes and, when others are

involved, some change must be evident in the result. Other ex-

amples are: diyo'-S repetitive aspect future < di-futuve-yi-pvo-

gressive-yi-repetitive aspect; diyo*-3-i futm'e repetitive aspect < di-

future-'a-indefinite object-j/i-progressive-i/i-repetitive aspect. The
last example shows a change of position of 'a-indefinite object,

which in the simple future precedes do^- as 'ado'-3-i future. The
change in position indicates a closer relationship between 'a-indef-

inite pronoun and -«/i-repetitive aspect than between 'a- and di-,

^® It would be satisfactory to ascertain the reasons for the numerical
dominance of n-, y-, and d- prefixes, for example, as compared with other
sounds which might have been used. And we cannot help wondering why so

few vowels

—

a, % and o—are basic in the prefixes, causing suchextensive
overlapping.A plausible reason, of course is that the processes of nasalization,

lengthening, tone change, vowel change due to conibLMation,glottalization

with its attendant effects on vowels and consonants, all substitute for such
variation in vowel development as occurs in Indo-European and other
languages.

8*
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The principles of absorption and saturation will l>e uscsd in this

analysis of assimilation as they apply to single sounds ; they will be

more fully demonstrated in the section on Prefixes which is essenti-

ally phonetic (10-10.124.).

3.26-3.33. Assimilation Due to Mechanical Change

3.26. Changes are called "mechanical" when they have no morpho-

logical or semantic significance.

If an unnasalized vowel precedes a nasalized vowel, the former

may become nasalized (-V-CY > YCV):

^<i*4 (^ ^^4) round object is, lies

x^^ (< xo-n-j^) it is agreeable, satisfactory, beautiful

x^l^ (< xo-fi'l^) there is, there are, it is available

Some speakers carry this process back to two or three syllables

preceding the stem ; others do not use it extensively. I have never

heard the Navaho mention *'n-speakers" as they do ''a;-speakers.

They should, for differences in the use of nasalization are marks of

speech diversity. Other recorders have unfortunately omitted the

distinctions, probably because of a premature reduction of Y and V
to a single phoneme. Some indication of the differences comes out in

texts, for instance, -dji' or -dji' '*to a point;" -ni\ -ni' "mind;"

-ni'l, -ni'l "say to, tell;" td' 'altso, (a- 'altsg "all" (cp. 12.57.).

3.27. AB had a notion that a vowel following a nasal consonant

must be nasalized and high in tone ; he therefore refused to indicate

the nasalization of vowels such as q, in cimq, camq *'niy mother."

Hoijer, Young and Morgan follow AB'a practice, though they give

no reason. The rule is not borne out by -mqs (prog.), -mq'S (pres.),

-md*s (inc.), -m4*z (pf.), principal parts of the stem "spherical object

moves;" ma'v, mq/i* "coyote," and other stems.

3.28. The example sq'4 "there is a round object" illustrates

another common assimilation—of i to a—from si'4) which al-

though written by Young and Morgan, I have never heard spoken.

3.29. The effect of one vowel upon another in adjacent syllables

is progressive or retrogressive ; any vowel may be so affected

:

hayan (< bi-yan) his home
hoxoyan, bo^oyan (< bi-xo-yan) where his house, home is

ciUa'q.' (< cika'$-) my arrow that very one (NT 238:21}"
ni da'dc {< da'ic) is it a fact ? is it truly ?

^^ See p. X for abbreviations of text references.
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bc'eldg^ (< be^^aldg') gun
ce- ^6din (< ce- 'adin) I have none; with-me there-is-none

ct^eM (<C cijdH) my father

HH-riid < ^aH*rii'l) we 2 are moving some objects beyond

'o'o'hni'l (< ^a'o'hni'l) you 2 are moving some objects beyond

^d- do- 'ddinini (< ^d- do- 'ddinj-i) don't say that (NT 136:23)

noxokd'% naxakd-'' {< waxoM-*) earth, on the earth (NT 238:13)

3.30. A phase of the same rule, which may be important in genetic

reconstruction, is the tendency of -i to be affected by following 'a-

and reciprocally to affect it, changing both vowels to a third, inter-

mediate vowel, e (cp. 5. 1.):

be'eta' (< hVata') his feather, the feather he uses (cp. bi-td" "its feather")

ae'eadzi^'^ (< ci^aadz^'^) my wife (cp. fd- 'dko ^oadzdni "all the women")
(NT 268:14)

nd'dcdja'\ nS'^dja-' (< ni'dsdja-') owl (NT 36:26; 46:10)

3.31. A vowel in the vicinity of a labialized sound may be

labialized

:

dikvd, ddkwi* how much, how many, a few

doyoj, diyoj it is botryoidal

doko'j, dik^'j it is sour, salty, acidulous

boyos (<C bi-yoa) his shoulder joint

boyoc (< bi-yoc) its thorn

xoc ddtsahi' (< ditaahi-} choUa; the-particular-cactus-that-is-needlelike

dosga, disga it is pink, shiny red, copper color

3.31a. Initial ts may be substituted for 5:

aodzilf taodzil, Mt. Taylor

aodizin taodizin prayer
«{'q na-ydif taq^q naydi universal harmony (cer.)

taedi Sadie

aindao, taindao penny ^

3.32. The example se^esdz^'^ *'my wife*' illustrates a common
reciprocal effect that the two sibilant groups, alveolar and blade

alveolar, have upon one another, c may assimilate to 5, or a may
assimilate to c. Other examples are:

ai'tsdi (K ci-taoi) my daughter's child

ai-taili (<I ci-tsili) my younger brother

dzo'8ih(<i djosih) he (4) is moving a sharp obj. prog*

tU'Staoh (<I tii-c-taoh) largo snake
c4c6-'' (< s^d-') I have combed it

cidjo'l (<i ai-djo-l) bunchy substance is, lies

yicdjo'l (< yisdjo'l) he has, keeps btmchy substance
cidja-'' (< ai-dja'') there is a granular mass
yicdja-^ (< yiadja*'') he has, keeps granular mass
cidji'' (< ai-dje*') plural obj. are

tcitdil, tait&il hard oak ; rock-plant

de^cjah (< de-ajah) it is jagged, curved
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3.33. The influence of one type of sibilant upon another varies in

extent

;

cido'sq'l, aido-sq'l he wiU have my affection; he will love me
b4-8iafogi', b^'cisfogi- ceremonial arrow
dziditsxiz (< djidUsxia) he(4) is shaking in a paroxysm
taisde^zk^'Z (<I taijde-zki'z) sh©(4) b^an to consider it, she thought it over
dazdo-ltaa-l (< dajdodtsa-l) he(4) ia going to die (FH

)

t6il tsin biya* xaddni84 vegetation that grows \mder trees

'aze*' t6il b^-xdzini' herbalist; one-who-knoTvg.plant -medicine (not 'aae*'

t^l b4'x6'zini' which would mean "medioir^e fragments, medicine
broken like pottery")

^at64'h aodizin protective prayer (cp. fd- do- siti^- sinizi/ni [FH] and fd- do-

cit^-h ainizini [YMG 55] "don*t stand in my way")
a^'B lijini' mole; the-wart-that-is-black

'aainiai^hic (DD), 'asiniai-yic (FH) are you making a mistake?

nirii'tad-nic can't you do better than that?

tad dc'cjahi Jagged Rocks (place name)

a4cdjo-l Old Age; old-age-lies-in-a-heap (NT 128:13)

fd* V* ^q^fjci'zni'zi'^ {<i ^dt^\*jnvzi-'*) "that must be the 6fl€," she (4)

thought (EW 90:17)

Apparently the reciprocal influence of alveolar on blade alveolar

sibilants is limited by the attempt to avoid ambiguity, for example,

^atid' xo'dzoh ^'boundary line, danger line, line beyond which one is

not safe;" but 'altid 'asdzoh "two lines spread, branch from one
point."
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